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Abstract
With the fission barrier height information, the survival probabilities of super-
heavy nuclei can also be reached. Therefore, it is important to have accurate
knowledge of fission barriers, for example, the discovery of super-heavy
nuclei in the stability island in the super-heavy nuclei region. In this study, five
machine learning techniques, Cubist model, Random Forest, support vector
regression, extreme gradient boosting and artificial neural network were used
to accurately predict the fission barriers of 330 even–even super-heavy nuclei
in the region 140�N� 216 with proton numbers between 92 and 120. The
obtained results were compared both among themselves and with other
theoretical model calculation estimates and experimental results. According to
the results obtained, it was concluded that the Cubist model, support vector
regression and extreme gradient boosting methods generally gave better results
and could be a better tool for estimating fission barrier heights.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

The nuclear fission process, which was discovered as a result of the experimental observations
of Hahn and Strassmann [1] on uranium nuclei, has been one of the most researched topics in
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nuclear physics from the first theory announced by Meitner and Frisch [2] and Bohr and
Wheeler [3]. For nuclear fission to occur, the nucleus must have a certain threshold energy
defined as the fission barrier height which is the minimum amount of energy required to
irreversibly break up the nucleus [4]. Fission barrier height is an important component in
many aspects such as stellar nucleosynthesis [5], estimating the survival probabilities of the
produced stable super-heavy nuclei [6], and calculating the competition between the fission
process and neutron evaporation [7]. The height of the fission barrier cannot be directly
observed [8], although there is little experimental information [9]. However, it is estimated
theoretically with various models. The most common theoretical calculation models of fission
barrier height in the literature can be listed as follows; the extended Thomas–Fermi plus
Strutinsky integral (ETFSI) based on Skyrme SkSC4 functional[10], the finite-range liquid-
drop model (FRLDM) [11], the heavy-nuclei (HN) model [7], and the Lublin–Strasbourg
drop (LSD) approach [12, 13]. These methods, which are generally examined with macro-
scopic and microscopic approaches, are based on axially constrained quantum mechanical
calculations [6, 14].

In recent years, there has been a limited number of innovative studies using machine
learning (ML) algorithms (mainly artificial neural networks) to predict some parameters
related to nuclear observables and the fission process [6, 15–21, 21]. Machine learning
algorithms are used in many different application areas to describe, predict and classify the
relationships between parametric/non-parametric, macroscopic or microscopic variables.
Another advantage of machine learning algorithms is that intensive quantum phenomena such
as calculating the height of the fission barrier can be determined by basic variables such as
proton number (Z), neutron number (N) and mass number (A) of nucleus. In this study, the
fission barrier height estimation performance of five ML algorithms, which have been quite
up-to-date in recent years and have achieved very successful results in both classification and
regression problems, has been comparatively evaluated. Machine learning algorithms used in
this study are the Cubist model [22], Random Forest (RF) [23], Extreme Gradient Boosting
(XGBoost) [24], Support Vector Regression (SVR) [25] and Artificial Neural Network [26].

Unlike traditional methods, only depending on the Z, N and A numbers of the nuclei, the
aim of this study is to determine the inner fission barrier height of 775 exotic even–even
super-heavy isotopes with proton numbers between Z= 92 and 120 (132�N� 216) by
using forecasting performance powerful and up-to-date machine learning methods. For this
purpose, 75% of inner fission barrier height values of odd–odd, even–odd and odd–even
super-heavy isotopes (987 neutron-rich exotic nuclei between Z= 91 and 120) calculated by
ETFSI method which is reported by Mamdouh et al [10] were used as training data. For this
purpose, inner fission barrier height values of 338 exotic neutron-rich odd–odd super-heavy
nuclei (Z= 91 to 119) reported by Mamdouh et al [10] and calculated by ETFSI method were
used as training data. The performance of the ML model predictions was separated from the
main data set as testing data (the remaining 25%), and the cross-validation of the fission
barrier height of even–even super-heavy nuclei calculated by ETFSI was determined. In
addition to using the same training and test data sets in all of the machine learning models
created, the same neutron number (N), mass number (A) and the amount of deviation between
neutron and proton numbers (N–Z) were used as predictive variables. Furthermore, all pre-
diction findings obtained from ML algorithms were compared both between themselves and
with other predictions of the calculation of theoretical models [7, 11–13] and experimental
results [9].

The paper organised as follows. In section 2, the methods for the artificial intelligence
calculations in order to obtain fission barriers, methodological process steps and the perfor-
mance indicators have been briefly summarized. In section 3, the results of the calculation
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have been presented with the discussions of the results of each method in comparison. In the
last section, conclusions of the study has been given.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Machine learning algorithms

In this study, the fission barrier energies of the selected 12 super-heavy nuclei were predicted
by using machine learning algorithms of the Cubist model, Support Vector Regression
(SVR), Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) Random Forest (RF) and Artificial Neural
Network (ANN).

2.2. Cubist model

The Cubist model developed by Quinlan [22, 27] is also called the M5 model. This model is a
rule-based and an ensemble learning model in the boosting class. The main purpose of the
Cubist model is to divide the data into sub-datasets with certain rules and create a non-
parametric regression tree for each sub-dataset [28, 29]. The most important difference
between the Cubist model and other regression tree methods is the development of a new
regression model at each node for prediction in the Cubist model and the pruning of trees that
produce high error predictions to prevent overfitting [29–31]. In addition, rule-based
regression models called ‘committees’ are created from all sub-datasets by boosting, and with
each new model, the errors of the previous model are tried to be reduced [32]. While the final
Cubist estimation model is determined according to the rule that best fits the predictive
variables [33], the significance level of the variables can be revealed by their contribution to
the accuracy of the models created [29, 34]. Cubist models that do not require data reduction
are successful in predicting complex relationships that are not linear [35].

2.3. Support vector regression

The version of support vector machines proposed by Cortes and Vapnik [36] for solving
classification problems, adapted to regression problems, is called support vector regression
(SVR) [25]. On the basis of SVR Structural Risk Minimization, which is a supervised
learning model, it presents a prediction model in a high-dimensional space with the help of a
kernel function to reduce the effects of outliers on the model [37, 38]. The basic function used
for the SVR model can be defined as follows.

( ) ( ) ( )f x w x b , 1f e= + 

where f(x) is the kernel function used for nonlinear mapping, x is the model input vector, w
and b are the regulation parameters of the function, and ε are the limit range values involved
in the calculation on the SVR model curve. All points outside the ε tube range are outliers for
the SVR model, and these outliers can be represented by a support vector [39]. This ε tube
spacing can be calculated according to the constraints of equation (3) using equation (2) and
data minimization
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where ξi, ix* are slack variables, which is indicating the deviation of outliers, above and below
an ε tube, and c is a positive constant penalty coefficient that determines the degree of
penalized loss when a training error occurs. In equation (3), the left term represents the
generalization of the model, while, the right term reflects the empirical risk, and the objective
of SVR is to minimize these two values. A detailed description of the SVR algorithm can be
found in the literature [39, 40].

2.4. Extreme gradient boosting

The Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm, which is an optimized, scalable, and
faster type of gradient boosting machine [41] algorithm, was created by Chen and Guestrin
[24]. The XGBoost algorithm is clearly distinguished from GBM with its features such as
regulation, tree and leaf pruning, optimization and penalty [42]. The objective function of
XGBoost is shown in equation (4) [43]

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )L l l y y f. . , , 4
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where l( · ) is the loss function, Ω( · ) is a regulation term, yi is the ith actual value, yi is the
estimated value for the ith sample, N is the number of samples, K is the number of decision
tree and fk is the model of the kth tree. Here, while the loss function enables the detection of
error rates, the regulation term includes the penalty parameter (γ) and the regulation parameter
(λ), which prevents the overfitting of the model. The editing parameter is defined as follows
according to the number of leaves in the decision trees (T) and the gain score (wj) in the jth
leaf [24]
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At the beginning of the XGBoost Learning process, gain levels are calculated from the
branches of a tree structure created according to certain initial conditions. Tree branches with
higher gain values contribute greater weight to the prediction model. If the winning score is
less than the specified penalty parameter (γ), those branches are pruned and their contribution
to the prediction result is prevented. This process continues as an iterative process by adding
information from the previous tree until the determined number of trees is reached. Each new
decision tree function series created by this process is created by optimizing the learning level
errors obtained from the previous trees. Thus, by the tth iteration, the final objective function
becomes as shown in equation (6)
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As a result, a second-order Taylor expansion to equation (6) should be applied in order to
optimize the objective function to develop a high-performance prediction model [43–45].
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2.5. The Random Forest

The Random Forest (RF) algorithm, which is based on many decision tree structures, was first
created by Brieman [23] as a combination of bagging [46] and random subspace [47]
approaches. This algorithm is a powerful algorithm that has been used successfully in both
classification and regression problems in recent years [48–54]. RF model, which consists of
random combinations of many decision trees, uses a supervised machine learning method to
obtain prediction results. For this reason, all data to be analyzed and inferred are divided into
two parts, the in-bag and the out-of-bag dataset. Afterward, the training data set is randomly
divided into subdata sets and many randomly generated decision trees, using a method called
‘bootstrap samples’ among themselves. Ultimately, the RF final estimate is determined to
produce an estimate by averaging all results from each individual tree. However, to increase
the prediction success, trees with unsuccessful prediction results are pruned and the effect
levels are reduced on the final prediction result, while trees with correct predictions increase
their weight coefficients and contribute more to the correct prediction. Thus, it is aimed that
each tree created will affect Random Forest estimation results at certain weight levels and
increase estimation success.

RF algorithm has several prominent advantages over other machine learning algorithms
[55, 56]. These are the need for no preprocessing (normalization or standardization) for the
training data, it can be used with appropriate precision in complex or nonparametric systems,
and the effect of randomness increases due to the random selection of variables at each tree
node, thus maintaining the overfitting level as a result of keeping the prediction variance low.

2.6. Artificial neural network

Artificial neural network (ANN) mimics the brain functionality [26]. The processing units
artificial neurons that perform the operations are connected to each other by synaptic weights
and form the ANN. By the connections, the neurons in the different layers communicate each
other and they allow data to flow. In our calculation, we have used feed-forward ANN, more
concretely a multilayer perceptron. In the ANN structure, the first layer called input layer
consists three neurons (corresponding to A, N and Z–N numbers of the isotopes), the inter-
mediate layers are named as hidden layers including hidden neurons and the last one is the
output layer with one neuron corresponding to the fission barrier height. There is no rule for
predicting the hidden layer and the number of neurons in this layer, and the optimum numbers
are found after trial and error. The input neurons collect data from the outside and the output
neurons give the results. The data is transmitted to the next layer neurons by multiplying the
weight values of the connections. All data entering one neuron are summed by an appropriate
function and the resulted net data are activated by appropriate activated function. In the
present study, the hidden neuron activation function is tangent hyperbolic
( ( ) ( ))e e e etanh x x x x= - +- - which is sigmoid-like function. The main purpose of the
method is to determine the final weight values for each neuron connection starting from
random values. Having the best weights, ANN can give its outputs close to the desired values.
Supervised ANN is a two-stage process, in the first, the ANN is trained to determine the final
best weights with the given input and output data values. With appropriate modifications of
the weights, the ANN changes its weights to an acceptable level of error between the ANN
and the desired outputs. In the second step (test), another dataset of the problem is given to
ANN and the results are predicted by using the final weights. If the predictions of the test data
are good, the ANN is considered to have learned the relationship between input and out-
put data.
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For ANN with a single hidden layer, the desired output vector y is approximated by a

network multi-output vector f

. The multi-output vector is defined by equation (7) as given

below.

⟶ ( ) ( ( )) ( )f R R f x G A x: , 7p r
k j jb


=

  = S 

where x Rp , βjòR, AjòA
p, k= 1, K, r, Ap is the set of all functions Rp→ Rr defined by

( )A x w x b. =  + , w is weight vector from the input layer to hidden layer, x is the input
vector of ANN, b is the bias weight and p(r) number corresponds to each input (output)
variables.

2.7. The methodological process steps

The methodological steps used in this study are as follows.
Step 1: The first (inner) fission barrier height values of 1317 super-heavy nuclei with

neutron-rich proton numbers ranging from 92 to 120 were calculated and reported by
Mamdouh using the ETFSI method. These values are divided into two main data sets:
Training and test data sets containing odd–odd nuclei, odd–even nuclei and even–odd nuclei
(987 nuclei) and estimating data set containing even–even nuclei (330 nuclei) figure 1.

Step 2: A total of 987 odd–odd, odd–even and even–odd nuclei were randomly divided
into two sub-datasets, 75% of which were training and the remaining 25% were testing. The
training process was carried out with three predictive variables (N, A and N–Z) using the five
machine learning algorithms (Cubist model, SVR, XGBoost, RF and ANN). The optimization
process of each algorithm was carried out using grid search method with 10-fold cross-
validation process. Thus, the model hyper-parameter values that will give the best prediction

Figure 1. Fission barrier height estimations by machine learning methods for the
isotopes.
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result were determined. Detailed results obtained during the optimization process are pre-
sented in supplementary material-1.

Step 3: After the training process and hyper-parameter optimization were completed, the
performance comparisons of the models were defined with the test dataset. The predictive
power performance levels of the created machine learning models were evaluated according
to the model performance indicator explained in section 2.H.

Step 4: After the training and testing process had been completed, the fission barrier height
values of even–even nuclei in the estimating dataset-1 (98� Z� 120) were predicted based
on the same input values for each algorithm model and compared with the values calculated
by the ETFSI method. The results are summarized with cross-scatter diagrams. In addition,
the prediction results of machine learning models of fission barrier heights of even–even
nuclei in estimating dataset-2 (92� Z� 98) are presented in comparison with both exper-
imental and other theoretical findings.

Step 5: In this last step, the fission barrier heights of all even nuclei in the range of
92� Z� 120 and 132�N� 216 were estimated with machine learning models whose
training processes and performance criteria were completed, and the results were mapped with
a contour plot. In addition, the findings obtained from these maps were evaluated in com-
parison with similar studies in the literature.

2.8. Model performance indicators

The mean absolute error (MAE, equation (8)), root-mean square error (RMSE, equation (9))
Lin’s correlation coefficient (ρc, equation (10)) and Coefficient of Determination (R2, (11))
performance metrics were used to compare the fission barrier heights estimated using machine
learning models with the theoretical results and to determine the performance levels. These
performance metrics were calculated as follows
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where n is the total number of data, Ai and Pi denotes actual data and predicted value of ith
sample, Ā is average of actual values, ρ is the correlation coefficient between variables x and
y, μx and μy the means for the two variables and σx and σx are the corresponding variances.
The RMSE and MAE metrics should be close to zero for the model with high predictive
performance, ρc and R squared values near +1 indicate strong concordance between x and y,
values near −1 indicate strong discordance, and values near zero indicate no concordance.

2.9. Software resources

R programming environment [57] was used in all stages of data analysis, machine learning
process and data visualization. The library files used can be listed as follows: for cubist model
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cubist [58], for SVR algorithm kernlab [59], for XGBoost algorithm xgboost [60], for
RF algorithm randomForest [61], for ANN algorithm neuralnet [62], for data prep-
aration, separation and optimization caret [63] and for visualize the results ggplot2[64],
gstat [65] and openair [66] packages are used.

3. Result and discussions

3.1. Training and testing

As mentioned in section 2.7 (Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3) and explained with figure 1, the data
are divided into training and testing. During the training process, five different machine
learning processes were carried out and the model hyper-parameters that gave the best results
for each algorithm were determined as a result of the 10-fold validation process. All outputs
of this process are given as supplementary material-1. The model hyper-parameters from
which the highest performance metrics were obtained as a result of the training process and
the performance values determined by the 10-fold validation process are summarized in
table 1. To this table, the best-performing machine learning algorithm was the Cubist model
(R2= 0.976, RMSE= 0.324 and MAE= 0.235), while the lowest performance was obtained
by the ANN (R2= 0.948, RMSE= 0.511 and MAE= 0.365) algorithm.

After the machine learning process and optimization processes were completed, the fission
barrier heights in the testing dataset were estimated with each of the models created. The
estimation results and the performance metrics determined for the testing dataset of the
models are shown in figure 2 with cross-validation diagrams. According to the results,
R2= 0.975, RMSE= 0.332 and MAE= 0.234 for Cubist model, R2= 0.970, RMSE= 0.361
and MAE= 0.280 for SVR, R2= 0.965, RMSE= 0.394 and MAE= 0.265 for XGBoost,
R2= 0.964, RMSE= 0.424 and MAE= 0.290 for RF and R2= 0.958, RMSE= 0.435 and
MAE= 0.323 for ANN were determined.

According to these findings, similar and close results were obtained in the training process.
It was determined that the Cubist model performed slightly better than the other models in
terms of the performance of estimating the fission barrier height values in the testing dataset.
In addition, when figure 2 is evaluated in terms of error distributions, it is remarkable that the
SVR model has a low error distribution. The error distributions of the Cubist and XGBoost
estimations were also found to be low, except for a few outliers. As a result, considering all
the results obtained from the training and testing processes, it was determined that the
performance of the SVR and XGBoost models was significantly higher, although the Cubist
model was superior to the other models in terms of its performance in estimating the fission
barrier height.

3.2. Estimating

In this part of the research, the results of the data separated as estimation dataset-1 were
examined. In this dataset, there is fission barrier height information calculated by ETFSI of a
total of 284 isotopes belonging to even–even 12 elements (Cf, Fm, No, Rf, Sg, Hs, Ds, Cn, Fl,
Lv, Og and Ubn) with atomic numbers between 98 and 120. The fission barrier heights of 284
nuclei in the estimation dataset-1 were predicted with five machine learning algorithms whose
training and testing processes were completed, the results of which were summarized in the
previous section. All of the estimation results obtained are presented in detail in Supple-
mentary Material-2, along with cross-validation diagrams and estimation performance
metrics. The summary of these diagrams is shown in figure 3 according to the models with the
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Table 1. Optimized hyper-parameter values of machine learning models and performance metrics determined as a result of 10-fold validation
process.

Models R2 RMSE MAE Model hyper-parameters Descriptions

Cubist 0.976 0.324 0.235 Committees: 92 committees: the number of iterative model trees
neighbors: 2 neighbors: the number of nearest neighbors

SVR 0.968 0.370 0.278 Sigma: 2 Sigma: distribution parameter for Gaussian radial basis
C: 150 C: the penalty coefficient

XGBoost 0.966 0.392 0.294 Nrounds: 100 nrounds: Max number of boosting iterations
Alpha: 0.5 alpha: L1 regularization term on weights.
Lambda: 0.05 lambda: L2 regularization term on weights.

Random Forest 0.958 0.431 0.317 Ntree: 700 ntree: number of tree
Mtry: 4 mtry: splite number on the node

ANN 0.948 0.511 0.365 Layer1: 100 Layer1: the number of neurons in the first layer
Layer2: 60 Layer2: the number of neurons in the second layer
Layer3: 60 Layer3: the number of neurons in the third layer
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Figure 2. Performance of machine learning models in estimating fission barrier heights
in the testing dataset and cross-validation diagrams.
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best predictive performance. When figure 3 is examined, the model with the best fission
barrier height prediction performance for Cf, Fm, No, Rf, Sg, Hs and Ds elements is the
Cubist model, while the SVR for Cn, Fl, Lv and Ubn elements and XGBoost for Og elements.

Figure 3. Fission barrier height estimations by machine learning methods for the
isotopes.
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Although the increase in the number of protons and the corresponding decrease in the number
of isotopes decreased the estimation performance of the Cubist model a little, as can be seen
from figure 3, it is seen that it makes very successful predictions especially for the elements
up to Z= 98 to 110. The SVR model, on the other hand, showed a high performance
especially in the elements after Z= 110. However, it is noteworthy that the prediction per-
formance decreased significantly at the levels of Og and Ubn elements. The main reason for
this situation is thought to be due to the insufficient number of training data at these levels.

Figure 4 shows comparative performance metrics calculated based on the estimated fission
barrier height for each super-heavy nuclei. If the first two models with the best performance
(Cubist model and SVR) are examined in detail, the results of the performance metrics can be
summarized as follows (detailed results for all models are available in Supplementary Mat-
erial-2). For Cubist model, the ρc values for Cf, Fm, No, Rf, Sg, Hs, Ds, Cn, Fl, Lv, Og and
Ubn nuclei are 0.978, 0.976, 0.990, 0.989, 0.982, 0.975, 0.980, 0.990, 0.991, 0.953, 0.848
and 0.643, respectively. Among these, the highest ρc value is for the Fl isotope and the lowest
value is for the Ubn isotope. The RMSE values for these isotopes were calculated as 0.282,
0.374, 0.286, 0.276, 0.304, 0.285, 0.298, 0.301, 0.350, 0.452, 0.360 and 0.485MeV,
respectively. The highest and lowest RMSE values are for Ubn and Rf isotopes. From the
results of the SVR method, the ρc values for Cf, Fm, No, Rf, Sg, Hs, Ds, Cn, Fl, Lv, Og, and
Ubn isotopes are calculated as 0.952, 0.973, 0.988, 0.982, 0.973, 0.971, 0.971, 0.993, 0.994,
0.952, 0.799 and 0.713, respectively. Among these, the highest ρc value is for the Fl isotope
and the lowest value is for the Ubn isotope. The RMSE values for these nuclei were cal-
culated as 0.418, 0.403, 0.309, 0.355, 0.375, 0.321, 0.360, 0.245, 0.282, 0.426, 0.442 and
0.455MeV, respectively. The highest and lowest RMSE values are for Ubn and Cn isotopes.
It is thought that the sudden changes in the performances of the elements observed in figure 4
are caused by the stochastic effects that occur in the machine learning process. Therefore, the
models predicted some elements very well, while their predictive level of others was lower. In
order to eliminate this negative situation and to reveal the performance of the model more
clearly, the elements were evaluated as a whole (All data), not separately, and presented in
figure 4. Accordingly, performance metrics and cross-validation graphs for all data are shown
in figure 5.

Figure 5 shows the cross-validation diagrams and error diagrams of the estimated fission
barrier height values for a total of 330 even–even nuclei (92� Z� 120) in the estimating
dataset for each model, according to the values calculated by ETFSI. Here, ρc= 0.988,
RMSE= 0.318 and MAE= 0.244 for Cubist model, ρc= 0.985, RMSE= 0.350 and
MAE= 0.287 for SVR, ρc= 0.982, RMSE= 0.386 and MAE= 0.306 for RF, ρc= 0.982,
RMSE= 0.390 and MAE= 0.308 for XGBoost and ρc= 0.961, RMSE= 0.590 and
MAE= 0.448 for ANN were obtained. According to these findings, it was determined that
the Cubist model performed the best in terms of estimating the fission barrier height values in
the estimating dataset. These results are consistent with the findings obtained from the
training and testing datasets. In addition, when figure 5 is evaluated in terms of error dis-
tributions, it was determined that the error values increased due to the increase in mass,
although it was partially less in the Cubist model. It is thought that the main reason for this is
that the number of large-mass super-heavy nuclei in the training dataset is not sufficient and
the models have not been adequately trained in terms of large masses.

3.3. Mapping and comparisons

If the fission barrier heights are mapped according to height values in the heavy and super-
heavy mass region from 92 to 126 for Z and from 132 to 216 for N, contour map graphs are
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Figure 4. The RMSE (top) and ρc (bottom) values for the fission barrier height
prediction for the nuclei from different machine learning methods.
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Figure 5. Comparisons of the predicted and calculated fission barrier heights for all
isotopes considered according to different machine learning methods.
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Figure 6. Contour maps of the fission barrier heights from different machine learning
methods.
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obtained as given in figure 6 according to the different machine learning algorithms. Known
nuclei are indicated by cross-symbols in the figure. In the figure, there is a hill around Z
number 100 and N number 150 for these nuclei. Figure 6, it is observed that similar contour
distributions are obtained in all machine learning models. Furthermore, it is seen that the hills
where the barrier height is great are around Z= 92 and N= 182, Z= 92 and N= 206,
Z= 100 and N= 150, Z= 102 and N= 216, Z= 116 and N= 182. In each five results, the
island around Z= 116 and N= 182 is expected to be an island of stability in the region of
super-heavy mass. The estimated barrier height is about 8 MeV.

In figure 7, the fission barrier heights obtained in this study and with other theoretical
models for the isotopes of U, Pu, Cm and Cf are presented in comparison with the available
experimental data and the other methods. It is seen that the values closest to the experimental
data in the U isotope chain were obtained with ANN model in our study and with HN from
the theoretical models. Among these, it can be said that Random Forest is more successful. In
the Pu isotope chain, although all machine learning methods exhibit similar behavior, pre-
diction values close to both the experimental results and the HN model were obtained around
N < 146. When the results of Cm isotope are examined, machine learning models are better
after N < 150, and HN is quite successful especially for N= 152 and N= 154. Finally, when

Figure 7. Fission barrier heights according to the neutron numbers for U, Pu, Cm and
Cf isotopes from different methods and experimental data (HN model [7] and
experimental results [9]).
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the Cf isotope chain is examined, it is seen that only two experimental data are available.
Although the HN model is close to the experimental data, all of the machine learning models
were successful in predicting the decrease in the fission barrier level as a result of the increase
in the neutron number. When the findings in figure 7 are evaluated together, the results
summarized in table 2 are reached. In table 2, maximal discrepancy (MaxD), mean absolute
discrepancy (MAD) and root-mean-square discrepancy (RMSD) values are given in com-
parison with the theoretical model results for the five different machine learning methods used
in this study.

As seen in table 2, the smallest value of MaxD among the theoretical models belongs to the
HN method as 0.90MeV. With our estimations in the current study, we were able to obtain
this value as 1.22MeV by the XGBoost and RF methods. The MaxD values of RF and
XGBoost methods are also smaller than the values obtained from the FRLDM and LSD
methods. Among the theoretical physical models, the method with the smallest MAD value is
the HN method, which is 0.41MeV. In our study, we were able to obtain this value as
0.46MeV by RF model. When the results of Cubist, RF and XGBoost are examined, it is seen
that the MAD value is smaller than FRLDM, LSD and ETFSI methods. Finally, when the
RMSD values are examined, it is seen that the 0.50MeV value obtained with HN. In the
present calculations by machine learning models, RMSD value was obtained as 0.59 by
XGBoost. Again, the results of Cubist, RF and XGBoost seem to be better for RMSD than
FRLDM, LSD and ETFSI methods. According to these findings, the HN model among the
theoretical methods and the RF and XGBoost algorithm from the machine learning model
stand out as good predictive models. In figure 8, the contour plot graph of the results from five
machine learning models compared with the HN is given. As can be seen, there are fission
barriers around Z= 100, N= 150 and Z= 116, N= 182 regions in all the models. In the
second hill, the barrier heights from Cubist, SVR, RF, XGBoost and ANN are 1.5, 2.0, 2.0,
1.5 and 2.5MeV higher than HN result whereas in the first hill, heights are almost same in all
models. According to the machine learning models, the fission pits were more common in the
middle region of the graph. However, according to the HN method, while the upper end of the
map is the fission pit, there is a small barrier according to machine learning models. The main
reason for this is thought to be due to the fact that machine learning models are trained to
predict the ETFSI fission barrier distribution well.

Table 2. Performance analysis of the different methods in determination of fission
barrier heights. MaxD: the maximal discrepancy, MAD: mean absolute discrepancy,
RMSD: root-mean squared discrepancy (units in MeV). ETFSI [10], FRLDM [11], HN
model [7], LSD approach [12, 13].

Model name MaxD MAD RMSD

FRLDM 2.20 0.97 1.09
LSD 1.80 0.90 1.01
ETFSI 1.20 0.60 0.70
HN 0.90 0.41 0.50
Cubist (this study) 1.31 0.57 0.69
SVR (this study) 1.47 0.75 0.88
RF (this study) 1.22 0.46 0.59
XGBoost (this study) 1.22 0.48 0.60
ANN (this study) 1.85 0.75 0.91
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4. Conclusion

In this study, five different machine learning models, namely Cubist model, support vector
regression, random forest, extreme gradient boosting and artificial neural network, were used
to estimate the fission barrier heights of even–even super-heavy nuclei. The obtained results
were compared with each other and with existing literature data. In these estimates, it was
concluded that the RF and XGBoost models are generally superior to others. The RMSE
values in the estimations obtained from the Cubist model, SVR, RF, XGBoost and ANN were
found to be 0.69, 0.88, 0.59, 0.60 and 0.91MeV, respectively, for all isotopes examined. In
addition, when the MaxD, MAE and RMSE values were examined, it was seen that the HN
method had the lowest values whereas the values from FRLDM, LSD and ETFSI methods
were larger than the results from RF and XGBoost models. The RF and XGBoost models
allowed us to obtain comparable MaxD, MAE and RMSE values to the HN method. When
the contour plot graphs of the fission barrier heights were examined, it was seen that the
regions indicated by all machine learning methods for the barrier hills were almost the same.
These regions are also compatible with the theoretically obtained HN method. As a result, we
hope that on the basis of the findings obtained from this study, machine learning approaches
will form a basis for further studies and contribute to the discovery of new clusters of atomic
nuclei by presenting a different perspective to the theoretical studies on super-heavy nuclei.

Figure 8. Contour map of the fission barrier heights from machine learning models in
comparison with HN method.
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